W & H Peacock Catalogue 22 Mar 2018
*1

(1) 60cm Hotpoint white fridge freezer

*38

3 decorative glass cake stands each with dome

*2

(2) 60cm Gram single door fridge

*39

(13) 40cm DEC14E commercial microwave oven

*3

(3) 60cm Frigidaire single door freezer

*40

(14) 55cm Hotpoint under counter single door
freezer

4

(57) 140cm Foster 2 door freezer

5

(23) 70cm Foster EcoPro G2 single door fridge

*41

6

(54) 70cm Foster fridge freezer upright EPROG300HL

120cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under

*42

Box of stainless steel teapots and creamers

7

100cm Electric Lainox 10 shelf combination oven
on stand

*43

Large plastic tray cont. forks and spoons

*44

55cm Electric Lincat salamander type grill

8

100cm Electric Garland Master 450 double stack
convection oven

*45

4 Price gun labels

*46

9

Stainless steel stock pot with handles and lid

(16) 50cm Zanussi under counter single door
refrigerated unit

10

Stainless steel stock pot with handles and lid

*47

60cm Amika 6XL drop front dishwasher with
assorted trays on stand

*11

(6) 110cm Chest freezer

*12

(7) 55cm Hotpoint under counter fridge

*48

(17) Mazzer Luigi commercial coffee grinder

*13

2 stacking children's high chairs

*49

(18) 60cm Hotpoint under counter single door fridge

*14

Large stack of wooden serving trays

*50

*15

50cm stainless steel preparation table

(19) Village Stove Victorian Baking Ovens Ltd.
electric potato oven

16

(4) 65cm Williams under counter single door
refrigerated unit

17

(5) 65cm Williams under counter single door
refrigerated unit

51

Large folding A-frame

52

Large folding A frame

53

Hot water urn

*54

(20) 50cm Bosch under counter single door fridge

*18

Set of 5 80cm square top oak effect canteen
tables each with 2 matching multicoloured chairs

*55

210cm stainless steel table with shelf and drawer
under

*19

Set of 4 80cm diameter round top canteen tables
each with 2 matching multicoloured canteen chairs

*56

*20

Set of 7 70cm square top oak effect canteen
tables each with 2 matching multicoloured chairs

Large quantity of white crockery, including dinner
plates, oval plates, soup bowls, side plates,
tea/coffee cups and pots, gravy jugs, salt &
pepper shakers etc.

*21

3 low oak effect coffee tables

*57

*22

23 matching multicoloured canteen chairs

220cm stainless steel double well sink with taps,
draining board and shelf under

*58

4 white cake stands with single glass door

*59

45cm Samsung CM1929 1850W commercial
microwave oven

23

Stainless steel hand basin with tap set

*24

Box of assorted teapots

*25

2 trays of green teapots

*26

Blue tray of assorted part used and unused
cleaning products

*27

60cm square 4-tier pot rack

28

(152) folding step ladder

*29

(8) 60cm Cater-Cool single door display fridge

*30

(9) 70cm Gram single door refrigerated unit

*31

(10) Dualit soup kettle

32

60

Large Melform thermal food box

*61

(21) Coffee filter machine with 3 glass jugs

*62

(22) 4 slice domestic toaster

63

Approx. 50 tins of Borlotti beans, exp. date: March
2020

64

Approx. 40 tins of Borlotti beans, exp. date: March
2020

65

Approx. 40 tins of Borlotti beans, exp. date: March
2020

66

Approx. 40 tins of Borlotti beans, exp. date: March
2020

67

Approx. 60 tins of preserved food, exp. date: April
2020

spare

*33

(11) 30cm Electric Lincat single well fryer

*34

2 four section plastic cutlery trays

*35

90cm stainless steel 3-tier serving trolley

*36

(12) 75cm ice cream dump type freezer

68

*37

60cm Electric Lincat cooker with 4 ring cooker
and single door oven under

Approx. 40 tins of preserved food, exp. date: April
2020

69

Approx. 40 tins of preserved food, exp. date: April
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2020

various colour bands

70

Approx. 40 tins of preserved food, exp. date: April
2020

*102

72 11cm small Anti Pasti bowls in white finish with
various colour bands

71

Approx. 60 tins of cannellini and butter beans,
exp. date: passed

*103

72 11cm small Anti Pasti bowls in white finish with
various colour bands

72

70cm stainless steel preparation table with hand
basin and tap

*104

36 17cm small side plates in white with multi
colour rims

73

2 Bistro chafing dishes with stands, in box

*105

(26) Sammic BM-11 commercial mixer with bowl
and 2 attachments

36 17cm small side plates in white with multi
colour rims

*106

*75

(27) Lincat plumbed-in hot water boiler

36 17cm small side plates in white with multi
colour rims

*76

55cm stainless steel preparation table with a shelf *107
under
*108
Selection of various cleaning chemical bottles,

36 17cm small side plates in white with multi
colour rims

*74

*77

some part used

36 17cm small side plates in white with multi
colour rims

78

130cm stainless steel preparation table with a
hand basin and tap set

*109

36 17cm small side plates in white with multi
colour rims

79

(80) Berkel Deko 800S commercial meat slicer

*110

80

(79) Berkel Deko 800S commercial meat slicer

12 29cm main course dinner plates in white finish
with multi colour banding

81

(81) Berkel Deko 800S commercial meat slicer

*111

12 29cm main course dinner plates in white finish
with multi colour banding

82

Large box of assorted stainless steel products

*112

83

2 Sunnex chafing dishes with stands, boxed

12 29cm main course dinner plates in white finish
with multi colour banding

84

(105) 45cm Williams undercounter single-door
milk fridge

*113

12 29cm main course dinner plates in white finish
with multi colour banding

85
86

(108) 60cm Foster undercounter single-door fridge *114
Small stack of serving trays and plastic
Gastronorm trays
*115

12 29cm main course dinner plates in white finish
with multi colour banding

87

3 plastic cutlery trays, 2 containing stainless steel
cutlery

88

(53) 45cm electric pasta boiler

89

(28) 40cm Elite CR902 electronic cash register

90

(29) 40cm Elite CR902 electronic cash register

*91

12 29cm main course dinner plates in white finish
with multi colour banding

*116

12 29cm main course dinner plates in white finish
with multi colour banding

*117

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

*118

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

Box of glass water jugs

92

(106) 140cm Williams 2-door counter fridge

*119

93

(83) Hobart VPU-200 commercial veg-prep
machine, on stand

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

*120

94

(82) Hobart VPU-200 commercial veg-prep
machine, on stand

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

*121

95

115cm electric Bartlett 2-door convection oven

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

96

90cm Smeg ALFA141XE electric convection oven *122

97

90cm Smeg ALFA141XE electric convection oven

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

98

90cm Smeg ALFA141XE electric convection oven

99

90cm Smeg ALFA141XE electric convection oven

*100

*101

*123

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

*124
Large Mobile Catering Kitchen on Bateson triple
axle chassis with double door floor to ceiling rear
doors, 2 side doors fitted throughout with electrical *125
and LPG fittings, single door fridge, display fridge,
prep table, two 6 burner cookers, oven, counter
*126
fridge, double bowl sink, extraction canopy hood,
hand basin
*127
72 11cm small Anti Pasti bowls in white finish with

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

BidMaster Office
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12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish
12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish
12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

*128

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

*155

*129

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*156

*130

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*157

*131

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*158

*132

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*159

*133

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*160

*134

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*161

*135

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*162

*136

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*163

*137

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*164

*138

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*165

*139

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

*166

*140

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*167

*141

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*168

*142

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*169

*143

12 25cm high rimmed plates in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*170

*144

48 13cm new Polenta bowls in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*171

*145

48 13cm new Polenta bowls in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*172

*146

48 13cm new Polenta bowls in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*173

*147

48 13cm new Polenta bowls in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*174

*148

48 13cm new Polenta bowls in white with multi
colour rim finish

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*175

*149

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*176

*150

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*177

*151

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*178

*152

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*179

*153

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with
multi colour banding

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*180

*154

12 27cm large pasta bowls in white finish with

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

BidMaster Office

multi colour banding

3

*181

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

*208

*182

12 24cm large pasta bowls with rim in white with
multi coloured banding

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

*209

*183

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

*210

*184

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

*211

*185

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

*212

*186

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

*213

*187

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

*214

*188

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

*215

*189

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

*216

*190

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

*217

*191

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

24 21cm side plates in white finish with multi
coloured rim

*218

*192

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

24 21cm side plates in white finish with multi
coloured rim

*219

*193

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

24 21cm side plates in white finish with multi
coloured rim

*220

*194

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

24 21cm side plates in white finish with multi
coloured rim

*221

*195

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

24 21cm side plates in white finish with multi
coloured rim

*222

*196

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

24 21cm side plates in white finish with multi
coloured rim

*223

*197

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

24 21cm side plates in white finish with multi
coloured rim

*224

*198

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

24 21cm side plates in white finish with multi
coloured rim

*225

*199

12 37cm large oval platters in white finish with
multi colour rim

24 21cm side plates in white finish with multi
coloured rim

*226

*200

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

24 19cm salad bowls in white finish with multi
coloured rims

*227

*201

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

24 19cm salad bowls in white finish with multi
coloured rims

*228

*202

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

24 19cm salad bowls in white finish with multi
coloured rims

*229

*203

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

24 19cm salad bowls in white finish with multi
coloured rims

*230

*204

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

24 19cm salad bowls in white finish with multi
coloured rims

*231

*205

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

24 19cm salad bowls in white finish with multi
coloured rims

*232

*206

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with
multi coloured rims

24 19cm salad bowls in white finish with multi
coloured rims

*233

*207

12 34cm small oval platters in white finish with

24 19cm salad bowls in white finish with multi
coloured rims

BidMaster Office

multi coloured rims
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234

spare

*267

Thermal drinks dispenser

235

2 four wheel metal trolleys

*268

2 thermal drinks dispensers used for tea and coffee

236

LPG stockpot boiler

*269

90cm Smeg electric single door convection oven

237

LPG Garland stockpot boiler

*270

90cm Smeg electric single door convection oven

238

LPG stockpot boiler

*271

175cm 4 tier pot rack

*239

Infernus FB36 gas bench top chargrill with 3
burners, unused

*272

3 large colanders

*273

Mounting for menu board

240

spare

*274

Half size Gastronorm containers with lids

*241

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

*275

Stack of frying pans

*242

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

*276

4 quarter size Gastronorm containers with lids

*277

4 Grundy tins

*243

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

*278

Large saute pan and 2 large stock pots (1 with lid)

*279

6 enormous 45cm diameter white crockery bowls

*244

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

*280

(30) Electric bain marie

*281

2 stainless steel mixing bowls

*245

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

*282

2 plastic Gastronorm storage containers and blue
tray comprising assorted kitchen items

*246

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

283

170cm stainless steel mobile preparation table
with 2 tier gantry over, shelf under on castors

*247

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

284

5 various thermal food boxes and shelf of assorted
items incl. knives and canapé trays

*248

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

285

(24) 5L slow cooker in box

*249

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

286

(23) De Longhi 5L slow cooker in box

*287

Yellow sack barrow

*250

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

*288

3 scrubbing brushes and 2 mop wringers

289

spare

*251

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

290

100cm electric Eurofours 4 shelf bake off oven on
mobile trolley

*252

Olivo 500L mobile insulated food and beverage
trolleys, originally made for Palmer & Harvey

292

70cm electric Mealstream EC501 Merrychef high
power combi microwave oven

253

spare

*293

2 plastic boxes containing wicker bread baskets

254

spare

294

255

spare

90cm electric Rationale Combi-Dampher CD6 6
shelf combination oven on stand

256

spare

295

Box of wine glasses

257

spare

*296

258

spare

297

259

spare

90cm electric Lainox 10 shelf combination oven on
stand

260

spare

298

85cm electric Electrolux Dine AR10 10 shelf
combination oven on stand

261

180cm Lockhart Sadia counter fridge with
stainless steel preparation top and 3 door fridge
under

*299

Large double skin boiler

*300

Way Master set of scales

180cm Lockhart Sadia counter fridge with
stainless steel preparation top and 3 door fridge
under

*301

4 black plastic dust bins

263

6 boxes of compliments colourful tableware

*303

Box of takeaway polystyrene containers

264

3 boxes of wine glasses

*304

265

7 stainless steel assorted sized Gastronorm food
containers

90cm Electrolux electric 10 shelf combination
oven on stand

305

(97) 35cm electric Burco auto feed hot water boiler

2 Melform thermal food containers on castors

306

60cm Hobart Bar Aid S600 under counter drop

262

*266

BidMaster Office

302

5

Box of white serviettes

20cm electric Bonnet 6 shelf combination oven on
stand

front dish washer

*343

(40) 130cm electric Lincat bench top heated
carvery

*344

6 4 section cutlery trays containing approx. 100
place servings of kings pattern cutlery incl. large
forks, knives spoons, teaspoons, soup spoons,
etc.

307

(31) 45cm electric King Edward baked potato oven

*308

(32) 45cm bench top glass washer

309

Small gas stove attachment

310

Large 70cm square bottle bin on castors

311

Large 70cm square bottle bin on castors

*345

Tray of salt and pepper shakers

312

(33) 80cm FPG refrigerated display cabinet

*346

313

(34) 80cm FPG refrigerated display cabinet

2 large red chopping boards and 8 small red
chopping boards

*314

(90) Kicco automatic 2 station coffee machine with *347
*348
grinder, no hopper and single group head

315
*316

317

(91) Kicco automatic 2 station coffee machine with
*349
grinder, hopper and 2 group heads
*350
Quantity of electronic touch screen till stations, 5
monitors, 3 cash drawers and associated
accessories
*351
spare
*352

318

(35) 135cm Caravell counter fridge with stainless
steel preparation top and 2 door fridge under

*319

(36) Hairy Bikers meat grinder

320
321

90cm gas 6 burner cooker with 2 door oven under
90cm Falcon gas 6 burner cooker with 2 door oven
under (some parts to top)
60cm Lincat gas 2 well fryer with baskets
90cm gas Moorwood Vulcan 6 burner cooker with
2 door oven under (no parts to top)
80cm Friginox Speed Plus blast chiller
Tray of assorted stainless steel bowls, canisters,
platters, etc.

*353

Red plastic box containing large quantity of
stainless steel divided dishes, some with lids

spare

*354

Electric tea urn (fail)

48cm Hobart bar aid 400 bench top drop front
glass washer (fail)

*355

2 large aluminium stock pots, with handles and lids

*356

Sunnex air pot

322

45cm Scotsman AC45 ice machine

*357

Tray of assorted kitchen utensils and knives

*323

60cm Meiko Eco Star 530F under counter drop
front dish washer

*358

Plastic 4 section cutlery tray with assorted cutlery

324

Box of drinks optics

*359

Plastic box containing approx. 25 stainless steel
serving platters

*325

60cm Merrychef Eikon E3 high power combi
microwave

*360

Plastic tray containing approx. 10 large stainless
steel serving platters with lids

*326

(47) Buffalo electric single well fryer

*361

327

2 boxes of shot measures

Bay of aluminium and stainless steel cooking
pots, stock pots and Gastronorm containers

*328
*329

60cm NUCA1DDG professional under counter dish *362
washer
*363
50cm DC series under counter glass washer (fail)

*330

Stack of approx. 20 10" plates

*331

Stack of approx. 20 7.5" plates

*332

(37) Robot Coupe part ice cream machine

Three 180cm folding trestle tables
6 4 section cutlery trays containing approx. 100
place servings of kings pattern cutlery incl. large
forks, knives spoons, teaspoons, soup spoons,
etc.

*364

Casio 120CRB electronic cash register
Red box of assorted cooking untensils

336

*365
60cm NUCA1DDG professional under counter dish
*366
washer
*367
(35) Electric auto feed hot water boiler
*368
75cm Bartlett stainless steel 2 tier trolley
*369
Holme 28L mini oven with hob in box

*337

60cm electric Lincat 4 ring stove

*338

80cm stainless steel low level table

*339

120cm stainless steel single well sink with
draining board

*340

Stack of 6 dish washer trays

341

50cm Carpigiani model: 191K ice cream/milk
shake machine

*342

120cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under

*333
334
*335

BidMaster Office

6

Box of long handled BBQ basting brushes
Box of 7 white thermal flasks
Box of fruit or punch bowls
Two 4 section cutlery trays containing plain
stainless steel cutlery

*370

Stack of shallow Gastronorm trays

*371

Box of assorted small stainless steel dishes and
creamers

*372

Vergo commercial meat grinder in original box

*373

4 large ceramic baking dishes

*374

Bay of stainless steel cooking pots, plastic and tin
foil disposable containers and stands

*375

6 4 section cutlery trays containing approx. 100

place servings of kings pattern cutlery incl. large
forks, knives spoons, teaspoons, soup spoons,
etc.

*408

150cm x 30cm deep wall mount shelf in stainless
steel

*376

210cm stainless steel double well sink with
draining board, taps and shelf under

*409

150cm x 30cm deep wall mount shelf in stainless
steel

*377

3 large stainless steel oval platters

*410

*378

Small selection of white table linen

150cm x 30cm deep wall mount shelf in stainless
steel

*379

3 bamboo wooden bowls

*411

*380

60cm electric Cougar hot cupboard

150cm x 30cm deep wall mount shelf in stainless
steel

*381

Stack of baking trays and Gastronorm trays

*412

*382

130cm electric Lincat bench top warming surface

(44) 2 electric warming cabinets, 60cm wide, 1
sitting on top of other on castors

*383

6 aluminium handled cooking pots with lids

*384

150cm stainless steel preparation table with
drawer and shelf under

*385
*386
*387

steel

413

4 aluminium colanders

*414

(43) 65cm Foster Gastronorm single door fridge

*415

(42) 70cm Foster BQC 45 blast chiller

3 crates of wine glasses

*416

2 plastic jerry cans

2 plastic crates of stainless steel divided dishes
with lids

*417

(41) Indesit white single door freezer

*418

Infernus spit roast oven INF-SP50, unopened in
crate

*419

Infernus spit roast oven INF-SP50, unopened in
crate

*420

ISA Gel Pro serve over ice cream refrigerated
counter, formerly used by Ben & Jerry's

*421

Mobile tray trolley

110cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under

*388

Power Devil safe with key, no code needed

*389

Tray of assorted utensils and knives

*390

2 boxes of stainless steel divided dishes with lids

*391

2 boxes of Thermos beverage containers and
plastic baskets

*392

422

(89) 70cm Foster EPROG600L single door freezer

2 large, 2 medium and 2 small stainless steel
serving tongs

423
424

(90) 70cm Foster EPROG600L single door freezer
(59) Berkel 800S large meat slicer

*393

2 large, 2 medium and 2 small stainless steel
serving tongs

425

(60) Berkel 800S large meat slicer

426

*394

2 large, 2 medium and 2 small stainless steel
serving tongs

Plastic tray of assorted utensils, trays, chopping
boards, etc.

*427

*395

2 large, 2 medium and 2 small stainless steel
serving tongs

Large box of assorted kitchen utensils and other
kitchen equipment

428

spare

*396

2 large, 2 medium and 2 small stainless steel
serving tongs

429

spare

*397

2 large, 2 medium and 2 small stainless steel
serving tongs

430

spare

431

(46) 77cm Mondial Elite single door freezer

*398

3 Colsafe cooks knives

432

*399

2 stainless steel skimmers and 2 slotted spoons

57cm CS-360A single door upright display fridge
(fail)

*400

2 stainless steel skimmers and 2 slotted spoons

401

Mobile trolley

433
434

66cm Expo Vetrine single door display fridge (fail)
60cm white single door freezer (fail)

*402

180cm x 30cm deep wall mount shelf in stainless
steel

435

(48) 70cm Foster EPROG600H single door fridge

436

(49) 70cm Foster EPROG600H single door fridge

*403

180cm x 30cm deep wall mount shelf in stainless
steel

437

(50) 70cm Foster EPROG600H single door fridge

438

(51) 70cm Foster EPROG600H single door fridge

*404

180cm x 30cm deep wall mount shelf in stainless
steel

439

70cm Wica single door display fridge

440

140cm Gram double door fridge (fail)

*405

180cm x 30cm deep wall mount shelf in stainless
steel

441

60cm Foster FSL400L freezer

*406

180cm x 30cm deep wall mount shelf in stainless
steel

442

spare

443

spare

*407

*444

150cm x 30cm deep wall mount shelf in stainless
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Amana URS511P commercial microwave oven

*445

Stainless steel preparation table 180cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

475

140cm double bowl sink with tap sets

*446

Stainless steel preparation table 180cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

476

75cm single bowl sink with tap set

*447

Stainless steel preparation table 180cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

477

2 80cm ticket grabs

478

2 80cm ticket grabs

*448

Stainless steel preparation table 180cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

479

2 90cm ticket grabs

480

Large cardboard box containing black ivy leaf
pattern table linen

481

Box of white chair covers

*449

lid

Stainless steel preparation table 180cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

*450

Stainless steel preparation table 150cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

482

Box of cream chair covers

483

Large box of white chair covers

*451

Stainless steel preparation table 150cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

484

Large cardboard box containing black ivy leaf
pattern table linen

*452

Stainless steel preparation table 150cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

485

Large box of black chair covers

*453

Stainless steel preparation table 150cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

*454

Stainless steel preparation table 150cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

*455

Stainless steel preparation table 120cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

*486

Large aluminium stock pot with handles and lid

487

16 plastic folding chairs with various conditions

488

(45) 140cm Oscartielle open front multi deck fridge

489

Toshiba air conditioner with internal and external
units

491

95cm refrigerated mobile serving counter

*456

Stainless steel preparation table 120cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

492

(92) 80cm electric FPG refrigerated built in servery
cabinet

*457

Stainless steel preparation table 120cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

493

120cm electric FPG heated built in servery cabinet
(fail)

*458

Stainless steel preparation table 120cm x 60cm
deep, flat pack in unopened box

494

(81) 80cm electric FPG heated built in servery
cabinet

*459

180cm x 80cm folding trestle table with stainless
steel engineered top for outside catering

495

80cm electric FPG heated built in servery cabinet

496

(55) Hobart floor standing potato rumbler

*460

180cm x 80cm folding trestle table with stainless
steel engineered top for outside catering

*497

*461

180cm x 80cm folding trestle table with stainless
steel engineered top for outside catering

*462

180cm x 80cm folding trestle table with stainless
steel engineered top for outside catering

*463

180cm x 80cm folding trestle table with stainless
steel engineered top for outside catering

*464

180cm x 80cm folding trestle table with stainless
steel engineered top for outside catering

465

70cm Mealstream EC501 Merrychef high power
combination microwave

466

100cm Eurofours electric 4 shelf bake off oven

467

100cm stainless steel preparation table

468

Pallet of external condensing refrigerant units

469

3 boxes of assorted stainless steel cutlery

470

Box of catering utensils and serving tongs

471

2 boxes of wicker bread baskets

472

Bay of white crockery comprising 6 boxes of
plates, teapots, cups, saucers, etc.

*473

(54) 160cm Whirlpool white chest freezer

*474

(53) 175cm Esta chest freezer with stainless steel
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Pedal bin

498

(56) 60cm Foster LR150-A under counter single
door freezer

499

(57) 60cm Foster LR150-A under counter single
door freezer

500

(58) 60cm Foster LR150-A under counter single
door freezer

501

40cm Counter Line bench top ambient display
cabinet

502

40cm Counter Line bench top ambient display
cabinet

503

(63) Robot Coupe R302 commercial processing
machine

504

(61) Electric stainless steel tea urn

505

(62) Electric stainless steel tea urn

506

spare

507

spare

508

spare

509

spare

510

spare

511

80cm FPG refrigerated built in serve over cabinet

512

80cm FPG heated built in serve over cabinet

557

Buffalo soup kettle

513

4 Catering Classics latte jugs

558

514

4 Catering Classics latte jugs

Kitchen Aid heavy duty mixer with bowl and 2
attachments

515

4 Catering Classics latte jugs

559

spare

516

4 Catering Classics latte jugs

560

517

180cm tall corner pot rack

4 boxes of assorted items incl. ice buckets,
crockery, food sealer and bread baskets

518

Two 8 qt. colanders

561

519

Two 8 qt. colanders

Large cardboard box containing stainless steel
balti dishes, saute pans and other stainless steel
items

520

Two 8 qt. colanders

562

4 small motors off of catering machinery

521

Two 5 qt. colanders

563

spare

522

Two 5 qt. colanders

564

spare

523

6 Prepara hand held digital thermometers

565

spare

524

Bundle of assorted cooking utensils

566

70cm gas Falcon Salamander grill

525

Bundle of assorted cooking utensils

567

80cm stainless steel single bowl sink with tap set

526

Bundle of assorted cooking utensils

568

527

Bundle of assorted cooking utensils

180cm double bowl sink with draining board, taps
and shelf under

528

Bundle of assorted cooking utensils

569

529

Bundle of assorted cooking utensils

Chef Master stick blender unit and small stick
blender

530

5 frying skimmers

570

2 colanders

531

4 red fire blankets

571

60cm Class EQ Hydro 857 lift top pass through
dish washer (fail)

532

4 red fire blankets

572

140cm Gram 2 door fridge (fail)

533

(86) Food processing machine

573

534

(85) 2 insect killers

180cm stainless steel preparation table with
corner cut out

535

(70) 90cm Williams under counter 2 door fridge

574

(65) Burco hot water boiler

536

(84) 800w microwave

575

(75) 2 halogen cookers

537

800w microwave

576

(66) Daewoo red microwave oven

538

120cm low level stainless steel table

577

(87) Bosch single door freezer (2792)

539

80cm Smeg bench top convection oven

578

(67) 2 food warming stations

540

2 garnishing tool sets

579

(69) 150cm Victor bench top refrigerated unit

541

(73) Prima Classic Drink Master drinks machine

542

(72) 2 light duty stick blenders

543

(74) 60cm electric bench top ceramic stove

544

90cm gas 6 burner Falcon cooker

545

(198) Novo coffee filter machine with 2 jugs

546

*580

150cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under

*581

150cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under

*582

6 boxes of assorted items incl. stickers, bar code
printing labels and light bulbs

(83) 45cm electric Chef Master twin contact grill

*583

Lincat Element

547

Bundle of serving utensils

*584

7 various red fire extinguishers

548

Bundle of serving utensils

*585

Small preparation table with pot rack under

549

(82) 2 Chef Master insect killers

586

550

(81) Buffalo filter coffee machine with jug and
warmer

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

587

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

588

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

589

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

590

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

551

(70) Novo filter coffee machine with jug

552

200cm stainless steel preparation table

553

Samsung CM1929 commercial microwave oven

554

(79) Small Buffalo commercial meat slicer

555

(78) Waring processing machine

556

(80) 45cm electric Chef Master twin contact grill
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591

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

592

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

593

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

594

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

595

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

596

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

597

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

598

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

599

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)

600

Berkel 800S commercial meat sliver (for spares or
repairs only)
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